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Community  
Engagement  
in a Pandemic 
The PH8 community carried out this 
work in the depths of the Covid-19 
pandemic – rising to the challenge  
of how to involve the community in 
preparing our first ever Community 
Action Plan.   
Methods of community engagement were adapted during the  
lockdown situation – surveys were mainly online, stakeholder  
interviews were carried out by telephone or video call. Promotion 
and social media were key to getting strong participation.

We are delighted that so many people and organisations were  
able to take part during these trying times. A testimony to our  
community spirit. 
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A Vision for PH8

403 COMMUNITY  
VIEWS SURVEYS  
WERE COMPLETED

45 BUSINESSES  
RESPONDED TO THE 
BUSINESS SURVEY

24 STAKEHOLDER  
INTERVIEWS WERE HELD 
WITH OVER 50 PEOPLE

91 PEOPLE ATTENDED AND 
SHARED THEIR VIEWS AT 
COMMUNITY EVENTS

92 FURTHER PEOPLE  
TOOK PART IN THE  
ON-LINE FEEDBACK

Our vision is of a vibrant, safe,  
attractive community which cares for 
its citizens and its environment and 
seeks a sustainable future for both. 
This PH8 Community Action Plan 
(CAP) summarises our community’s 
views about our vision for the future 
of the area, the issues that matter 
most to us, and our priorities for  
projects and action. This is our guide 
for what we as a community want to 
see happen over the next 5 years.  
The preparation of the CAP was organised by the PH8 Community 
Group – bringing together individuals and groups from across PH8.  
The CAP was informed by extensive community engagement carried 
out from March to October 2021. 

WE THANK EVERYONE WHO TOOK PART

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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KEY STRATEGIC THEMES

1.  Safe and active travel
Many respondents had concerns about the impact  
of the volume of traffic from visitors, heavy traffic  
and lorries, and speeding vehicles in our area, as well 
as the finalisation of plans to dual the A9.  

Priorities for action:
> Management of speeding, safety, and volume  
 of traffic
> Safer cycling and pedestrian routes throughout  
 the area
> Improve parking situation in Dunkeld
> Finalise A9 dualling plans

2.  Housing for all
Many respondents raised serious concerns about  
the lack of affordable housing in the area. To fully  
tackle this problem, it was felt that a Community 
Development Trust (CDT) would be needed with the 
ability to own land and buildings and to employ staff.   

Priorities for action:
> Fewer short term lets and second homes 
> More affordable housing, to buy and rent locally
> Ownership of land and buildings as  
 community assets
> Social and sheltered housing

3.  Connectivity, accessibility  
   and care
Respondents raised issues such as the accessibility  
of the train station, the need for improved 
broadband and available caring support for the  
young and old in our community.  

Priorities for action:
> Improved access and connectivity to  
 railway station 
> Better broadband and mobile phone signals
> Improve care and independent living 
> Provide wrap-around childcare 
> Share resources and support volunteering

The CAP has six main areas for action over the next five years: 

4.  Environment and a greener future
Members of the community greatly value our  
environment and natural surroundings. Many felt  
this has been under threat since COVID-19 with  
increased visitors.  

Priorities for action:
> Improving access for all – paths, pavements  
 and seating
> Environment & visitor management 
> Community owned energy generation and  
 energy efficiency measures
> A greener Dunkeld and Birnam

5.  Community and culture
Many people love PH8 as a very active and vibrant  
community with a huge range of groups, clubs and 
activities for all ages. We need to maintain and build 
on this, ensuring that we continue to develop activities 
and facilities. 

Priorities for action:
> Better sports facilities for all 
> Promote arts and culture 
> More activities and a place to meet for  
 older children & teenagers
> Improve and support village halls 

6.  A thriving local economy
Many in the community felt we need to think beyond  
tourism to a sustainable local economy with a variety 
of opportunities, more support for start-up business, 
and developing community enterprise so that  
resources stay in the community.  

Priorities for action:
> Diversify the economy and develop more varied  
 employment opportunities 
> Support responsible tourism development
> Support for local business and start-ups 
> Develop and support community enterprise
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PH8 AREA 2021: SUMMARY PROFILE1

Location
The PH8 postcode is a largely rural area located in Scotland 
within Perth & Kinross (P&K) local authority as part of its 
Strathtay ward. Hamlets include Amulree, Butterstone,  
Dalguise, Inver and Trochry plus several other smaller  
settlements all connected as a community through the 
shops, businesses and services located in and around the 
main population concentration in Dunkeld & Birnam.

The area is bisected by the A9 road, Scotland’s major road 
route to Inverness, and by the main northern train line  
from London to Inverness.

Population
The population of the PH8 postcode area is 2,416 (latest 
data as of 2019), with the majority (1,400) concentrated in 
Dunkeld & Birnam. There has been an increase in population 
from the Census figure of 1,913 in 2011 possibly due to  
people choosing to relocate to the area due to its  
attractions and connectivity by rail and road to major cities. 
It is significant that the over 75 age range accounts for  
11.1% of the population, compared with 6.4% for the  
whole Perth and Kinross Council (PKC) area. 

Housing 
The 2011 Census showed a total of 956 properties in the 
PH8 area. While the majority of housing is privately owned, 
various forms of private lets are more prevalent than  
renting from social housing landlords, including council –  
approximately 66% higher. Atholl Estates are the largest 
private rental landlord in Highland Perthshire, owning 37 
residential properties in the PH8 area. National Trust for 
Scotland also own 21 property units in the centre of Dunkeld 
which are rented privately. There are currently 29  
individual property Air BnB short-term let listings in Dunkeld 
and Birnam. The average house price in Perth and Kinross  
is currently £224,921 compared to the Scotland wide average 
of £199,954. Zoopla currently lists average house price  
value in PH8 at £355,825. Affordable housing for local people 
and key workers is of significant and growing concern.

Local Economy & Tourism 
74% of the economically active population are either in full 
or part time employment, which is similar to the P&K wide 
figure and higher than the Scotland wide figure. Over 16% 
of people class themselves as self-employed, compared to 
10.6% for P&K. 

1 This is a summary extract from the full Community Profile document, which is available for reference at  
   http://www.dunkeldandbirnamnews.co.uk/community-council/ph8-community-matters 

Our Community Now
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The 2011 Census showed that 15.7% of people in the PH8 
area were employed in the Accommodation and Food  
industries (compared with 13% for P&K and 6.6% for 
Scotland). Figures for 2019 indicated that this may have 
increased significantly to 28.4%. 

Within the PH8 area there are:
> Four hotels in Dunkeld & Birnam
> Ten B&B/guest houses / hostels
> Caravan and camping sites including Invermill  
 & Inchmagrannachan
> Around 60 lodges / static caravans at Erigmore
> Numerous holiday lets and Air BnB properties

Schools & Education
Royal School of Dunkeld Primary in Little Dunkeld is one of 
the oldest in Scotland, educating children continuously since 
1567. As of September 2020, 136 pupils were enrolled in its 
P1-P7 classes. 

There are no secondary schools located within the PH8 
postcode. Most children continue their state education at 
Breadalbane Academy in Aberfeldy, with Perth Grammar 
providing an alternative option. 

Nursery provision at the Royal School of Dunkeld allows for 
up to 25 children. 

Puddleducks private nursery takes children from 0-5 years 
old. There are currently no registered childminders in the 
area but there is a community run facility provided by  
Dunkeld and Birnam Playgroup.

It is estimated that around 20% of local children attend 
independent schools. These include Morrison’s Academy in 
Crieff, Glenalmond College, Strathallan Schools, Kilgraston 
School and the prep schools Ardvreck and Craigclowan. 

Health and Care
PH8 is well served for health services. It lies within Tayside 
Health Board area and is served by Perth Royal Infirmary  
and Ninewells Hospital in Dundee. There are also local 
hospital facilities within a 15-mile radius of PH8: Blairgowrie 
Cottage Hospital, Crieff Hospital, and Irvine Memorial  
Hospital in Pitlochry.

Craigvinean doctor’s surgery provides services to the  
majority of people living in PH8 and several surrounding  

areas. The practice list stands at 3,975 (as of April 2021),  
lower than the average patient list for GP surgeries in  
Scotland which is 6,000. There is also a pharmacy in  
Dunkeld and two dental practices. 

Supported accommodation for older residents is provided  
by Caledonian Housing Association and Rivendell Care 
Home. Support Choices is a local charity working with  
individuals with support needs. Gien a Haund was  
established in 2018, befriending and supporting older,  
isolated and/or vulnerable people. PH8 Community Matters 
was established by community volunteers during the  
Covid-19 lockdown to run shopping and prescription  
deliveries, a food bank and other support services. 

Emergency Services
PH8 area is served by the Community Policing Team working 
from Pitlochry station, there is no Police station in PH8. 

Scottish fire and Rescue service have 14 community fire 
stations at strategic points across P&K. There is a Volunteer 
Duty System station in Birnam, however its long-term future 
is under review due to the lack of suitable volunteers living 
within an 8-minute drive of the fire station, as a result of the 
shortage of affordable housing in the area. Tayside Mountain 
Rescue volunteers are on call 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.



Community Facilities & Organisations 
PH8 is a remarkably vibrant community with a huge array 
of social or interest groups and organisations. Some of the 
most active and prominent are: 

> The Field & The Orchard – community growing initiatives
> Dunkeld & Birnam in Bloom
> 5 churches representing three denominations,  
 and Three Churches Charity shop
> The Duchess Ann Hall in Dunkeld
> Amulree, Butterstone and Dalguise Village Halls
> Twinning with Asheville, North Carolina USA
> Dunkeld and Birnam Historical Society

SSE own and manage 2 windfarms in the area, providing a 
Community Fund of around £500,000 annually. This fund has 
regularly supported a range of community organisations. 

Sports and Recreation Facilities & Events
Sports and recreation facilities in the area are limited.  
There is a bowling green, tennis courts (both managed by 
Dunkeld and Birnam Sports and Leisure Hub) and recreation 
field located in Little Dunkeld. Plans are well advanced for 
building a covered multi-use game area (MUGA) at the  
Dunkeld and Birnam Sports and Leisure Hub with longer 
term aspirations for improved changing facilities and an 
indoor facility. Extensive indoor facilities are available in  
Aberfeldy, Pitlochry, Blairgowrie and Perth for those who  
can travel.

There are two leisure pools at local hotels. There is some 
access for locals to these facilities but this varies and can be 
costly. People therefore need to travel to Perth, Aberfeldy  
or Blairgowrie for swimming. 

Outdoor activities are well catered for including:

> An 18-hole golf course, 
> An active angling club accessing rivers and lochs
> Very active mountain biking which attracts people  
 from a wide area
> Kayaking and paddle boarding provision 
> Running and orienteering clubs 
> A range of informal and formal running events.

In addition, the area is very popular with walkers, but apart 
from quite limited signage and general use car parks there 
are no formal facilities for walkers. 

 

Environment 
Much of the area is designated as a National Scenic Area, 
with the River Tay Special Area of Conservation (SAC)  
designated for its Atlantic Salmon population. Both the  
Tay and its tributary, the Braan, are noted for populations  
of otter, lamprey and mussels. There are several woodland 
and upland Sites of Special Scientific Interests (SSSIs) in 
the area and Strathbraan supports important populations 
of breeding waders and black grouse. The area is part of 
Perthshire ‘Big Tree Country’, managed by Perth and Kinross 
Countryside Trust with a range of accessible trails.  
Significant trees include the Birnam Oak, Niel Gow’s Oak  
and the Parent Larch.

There are ospreys, red squirrels, pine martens and beavers  
in the area, with the Scottish Wildlife Trust visitor centre  
at Loch of the Lowes. Loch of the Lowes, Craiglush and  
Butterstone lochs are also SSSIs and SAC’s protected for  
their important plant communities and breeding and  
wintering birds. 

Visitor pressures are threatening to damage the very  
environmental assets that draw people to the area.   
Diffuse pollution poses a threat to the protected water  
bodies in the area increasing frequency of algal blooms.  
Invasive non-native species are abundant along the Tay.  
High deer numbers impact on regeneration of native  
woodland. Incidents of raptor persecution continue to occur 
within the PH8 area. Equally, flooding and other extreme 
weather episodes are a growing concern and efforts are 
being made by PKC and by the local Climate Café to raise 
awareness and take action.  
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Heritage & Culture 
The origins of Dunkeld as both a centre of secular and  
religious significance stretch back to the 8th century and  
the beginning of the Canmore dynasty. Birnam Wood is 
famous throughout the world for its association with  
Shakespeare’s Macbeth.  

There are many other literary, musical, and cultural  
associations, including:

> Ossian’s Hall of Mirrors at the Hermitage
> Niel Gow ‘Father of Scottish Fiddle Music’
> Beatrix Potter who spent her childhood holidays in  
 the area

Cultural events and venues include:

> Birnam Arts Institute – café, art and dance studios,  
 theatre and conference space
> Part time library service 
> Perthshire Amber Festival 
> Unplugged festival
> Birnam Book Festival
> Birnam Highland Games
> Niel Gow Festival
> Santa Day

Travel & Transport
The construction of the A9 in 1977 created a bypass for  
traffic on the main route north to Inverness. Glasgow and  
Edinburgh are a little over one hour’s drive from Birnam.  
Several stretches of the A9 have become an accident  
blackspot not least the 3 mile stretch that passes through 
the PH8 area. The A9 Dualling project aims to alleviate this, 
and the local communities have been heavily involved in  
the co-creative process to select a preferred route. Final  
decisions are yet to be announced and will have a huge 
impact on life in the PH8 communities. 

There is a railway station at Birnam, with routes from  
Inverness to Glasgow and Edinburgh. Fourteen buses  
run daily to Perth, and there is a continuing campaign to 
preserve these valuable services.
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“ The opportunity to walk from your front door into wild spaces.” 

“ It is incredible to have such fantastic landscapes for recreational activity from the doorstep.”

“ Air quality and waterways cleanliness is a huge plus.”

“ It’s a lovely place to grow up as it feels safe and welcoming.”

“ A quiet, peaceful place with beautiful surroundings.”

“ Although a small village it has lots of variety in what it offers both culturally and recreation wise.”

“ A community which cares about its more vulnerable residents.”

“ Proximity to Edinburgh and Glasgow - we can have quality of life here but can easily access the main cities.” 

“ The railway station is a HUGE asset for the community.”

“ The community spirit makes me feel part of this amazing village.”

“ Excellent local surgery, pharmacy and healthcare facilities.”

“ Independent and good quality shops, pubs, tourist destination and amenities.”

“ Very lucky to have a good dentist, doctors, post office, hardware shop, butchers, bakers etc.  
 within the village.”

“ Great place to have a dog!”

COMMUNITY VIEWS SURVEY: LIKES AND DISLIKES

Our Community Now

TOP 5 THINGS PEOPLE LIKE/VALUE in priority order

Scenery and  
natural 

environment

1

Safe and 
peaceful 

place to live

2

Good place to 
raise a family

3

Strong sense 
of community

4

Attractive 
villages, shops 

and housing

5

What people said: (comments from the survey)
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“ Traffic congestion along main street in Dunkeld and the increase in huge lorries crossing the bridge.”

“ The A9 junction is a horrible junction so I hope the new plans will make it safer.” 

“ Noise and pollution from roads especially the A9.”

“ Parking in Dunkeld is horrific with no priority given to residents.”

“ B898 narrow & bendy so can be a bit of a safety worry for cyclists & walkers.”

“ Housing situation is dire for any young people raised here that want to continue living here.”

“ Lack of affordable housing for local people due to high percentage of holiday homes and land ownership.”

“ The poor internet is incredibly difficult.”

“ Over the years, the train timetable has been reduced, which pushes commuters to drive rather than use 
  public transport.”

“ Lack of buses is an issue, especially to the Dalguise area.”

“ Railway station – serious difficulty getting on and off trains if you are elderly.”

“ Does not have any wrap around childcare provision and few clubs.”

“ Lack of sports clubs and activities for teenagers and school age children.”

COMMUNITY VIEWS SURVEY: LIKES AND DISLIKES

Our Community Now

TOP 5 THINGS PEOPLE DISLIKE/CONCERNS in priority order

Roads (traffic, 
parking, inadequate 

cycling infrastructure)

1

Housing 
(cost, availability, 

quality)

2

Broadband 
(access, quality, 

reliability)

3

Buses/public 
transport

4

Lack of activities 
& facilities for 
young people

5

What people said: (comments from the survey)
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“ Still peaceful and beautiful, more self-sufficient, and thriving economically through  
 environmentally-conscious tourist development.”

“ Busy, buzzing, remains historic and always a place for people to want to love and visit.”

“ Retain the range of independent shops - not filled with tacky tourist shops.”

“ A strong community spirit, thriving local businesses built on sustainability and a community  
 where those who work locally can live locally.”

“ It will be self-sufficient in terms of food and energy with good quality, affordable housing.”

“ A vibrant and greener community with choice of housing and shops to suit all income ranges.”

“ A place where one can live, work and enjoy life, benefitting from diverse local job opportunities,  
 affordable local housing and education, and the outstanding scenery.”

“ A place where everyone feels included, feels safe and the village and countryside is cared for and respected.”

“ A warm, welcoming, diverse, environmentally conscious community with a comprehensive age range.”

“ Traffic free village with safer & better roads, a mix of shops for locals.”

“ I’d like it to be a happy, caring place to live in. Where peoples’ voices are heard.”

“ More of the same! Considerate people, environmentally aware people, community  
 involvement at all levels.”

The following statements have been prepared using local residents’ and organisations’ 
answers to the question – “How would you describe your community in 2030?” 

PH8 Area – Our Vision for the Future

What people said: (Comments from the Survey and Stakeholder Interviews)

Clean, green, unpolluted, sustainable, and environmentally aware 
with good access to the wonderful countryside that surrounds us

An active, inclusive and caring community – welcoming, friendly and diverse

Accessible and connected with good transport links, affordable housing 
and employment opportunities for young people

Thriving, prosperous, and lively, with high quality shops, services and facilities

Making the most of our heritage, culture, and creativity
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Theme 1:  
Safe and active travel
A large percentage of respondents in the community  
survey and in stakeholder interviews had great 
concerns about the impact of the volume of traffic 
from visitors, heavy traffic and lorries, and speeding 
vehicles. Combined with the unique road infrastructure 
– the narrow Telford bridge coming into Dunkeld, the 
junctions with the busy A9, narrow and twisty rural 
roads – this poses a very serious problem. Both the 
community survey and stakeholder interviews  
highlighted concerns about the safety of pedestrians 
and cyclists on the Telford bridge as a result of  
speeding traffic and the narrow pavements. In the  
business survey it was said that, whilst tourism and 
retail rely heavily on visitors to the area, this causes 
pressure on the roads and, in particular, on parking in 
the town centre.  From the perspectives of local quality 
of life, environmental impact, and visitor management, 
a solution must be found.

Main priorities:
> Management of speeding, safety, and volume  
 of traffic
> Safer cycling and pedestrian routes throughout  
 the area
> Improve the parking situation in Dunkeld
> Finalise A9 dualling plans
> Improve public transport – train and bus links

Theme 2:  
Housing for all
A strong concern in the Community Survey was the 
lack of affordable housing in the area. It can be seen 
from the figures in the Community Profile that average 
house prices in PH8 are above the national and  
regional average. Anecdotally, this is due to people 
moving out from cities to this attractive and  
well-connected area or buying properties as holiday 
homes. The rise in short-term lets has started to have 
a big impact on Dunkeld and Birnam in particular, as 
increasing numbers of residential properties are lost 
to the short-term let market. There is also a particular 
problem related to the absence of downsizing options

Main Strategies & Priorities

These are the main strategies and priorities the community will work towards  
achieving, in partnership with public agencies and other supporters. 
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for older people, many of whom live in properties  
that are too big for their needs. Business stakeholders 
also noted the difficulty this creates in recruiting  
and retaining local staff and creating more local  
job opportunities. 

This is a crucial theme, that will require a robust  
community organisation at the forefront, with the 
ability to own land and buildings, and employ staff. 
Therefore, we propose setting up a Community 
Development Trust (CDT) which will initially focus on 
Housing but will have an overall co-ordination role for 
the whole CAP. 

Main priorities:
> Fewer short term lets and second homes 
> More affordable housing, to buy and rent locally
> Ownership of land and buildings as  
 community assets
> Sheltered and social housing, including options  
 for downsizing. 

Theme 3:  
Connectivity, accessibility & care
Having a train station with mainline links both north 
and south is a huge benefit for people living or working 
in the area. The station itself, however, is not fully 
accessible and could be better connected to Dunkeld. 
The lack of quality, reliable broadband is a major issue 
both for residents and businesses and has been  
highlighted over the period of  
Covid-19 lockdown with the increase in homeworking. 
Care services are very important in our community,  
to ensure that it remains a mixed community with  
both young and old being able to live safely and  
happily with support for all their needs. Working with 
agencies is important, and also supporting and valuing 
our volunteer resource. 

Main priorities:
> Improve access and connectivity to railway station 
> Better broadband and mobile phone signals
> Improve care and independent living 
> Provide wrap-around childcare 
> Share resources and support volunteering



Theme 4:  
Environment and a greener future
People strongly value the glorious and accessible  
environment in the PH8 area. It is a great attraction for  
those who want to live in a beautiful rural area with 
good connections to the cities and also for those 
who want to escape urban life to visit for tourism and 
recreation. This poses a potential threat, (increased 
litter and wild camping) and we want to ensure that we 
protect our environment, while keeping it accessible. 
We also want to identify  
solutions for a lower carbon future in PH8, with the  
potential to generate our own energy. 

Main priorities:
> Improving access for all – paths, pavements  
 & seating
> Community owned energy generation and  
 support for energy efficiency measures.
> Improved waste management, increased recycling  
 and composting and waste reduction
> Local rewilding/tree planting projects via an  
 Environmental Action Group
> Environment & visitor management through  
 a local ranger

Theme 5:  
Community and culture
This is a very active and vibrant community. The  
Community Profile shows the huge range of groups, 
clubs and activities that are on offer for all ages, across 
the whole area. Respondents in the survey rated the 
area highly as a place to bring up family and with a 
strong sense of community. We need to maintain and 
build on this, ensuring that we continue to develop  
activities and facilities for all ages. The village halls in 
the wider area (Amulree, Butterstone and Dalguise) 
have plans for future improvements that will help to

retain these as important community hubs.  
Birnam Arts has an important role as a catalyst and  
foundation for the creative and cultural future of the 
area, so it is a priority to ensure a long and strong 
future for this much-loved resource.  

Main priorities:
> Better sports facilities for all 
> Promote arts and culture
> More activities and a place to meet for older  
 children & teenagers
> Improve and support all village halls, especially 
 those in outlying areas

Theme 6:  
A thriving local economy
The PH8 economy is increasingly driven by tourism – 
we can see that from the increasing numbers  
employed in hospitality, accommodation, and retail 
over the last 10 years. This makes us vulnerable to 
change in that sector and reduces the local  
employment opportunities particularly for young  
people. We need to think beyond tourism to a  
sustainable local economy with a variety of  
opportunities, more support for start-up business,  
and developing community enterprise so that  
resources stay in the community. With a high  
percentage of self-employment in the area, there is  
no shortage of entrepreneurship – we need to find 
ways to nurture and develop this in a more mixed  
and circular economic model. 

Main priorities:
> Diversify the economy and encourage more  
 varied local 
 employment opportunities
> Support responsible tourism development
> Support local business and start-ups 
> Develop and support community enterprises 
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Action: Taking the First Steps

This is a five-year plan, and some priorities will be more complex than others.  
This is a guide to the steps to be taken during the early part of the 5 year plan.

THEME 1:  SAFE & ACTIVE TRAVEL

Priorities Action

Management of speeding, safety, and volume 
of traffic 

> Safer junctions with the A9

> Explore traffic management solutions including enforcement of 
    20mph limits, limiting heavy vehicles

Action by PH8 Road Safety & Travel Action Group, Junctions Action Group

Safer cycling and pedestrian routes throughout 
the area 

> Safety for pedestrians and cyclists on the Telford Bridge –  
    explore the possibility of traffic lights and widening pavements  
    on bridge

> Explore the potential to build a new pedestrian/cycle bridge 
> Speed limits and warning signs on rural roads

> Engage with the school on safe routes to school

> Create new signed and dedicated cycling routes across PH8

Action by PH8 Road Safety & Travel Action Group, Highland Perthshire Cycling,  
Parent Partnership Group (PPG).

Improve the parking situation in Dunkeld 

> Commission a parking study of Dunkeld, to identify and test  
    solutions which may include:

    •  Park & ride
    •  E-cycle scheme
    •  Resident parking permits
    •  Charging for on street parking in some areas
    •  Making existing car parks free on weekdays

Action by DBCC, PH8 Road Safety & Travel Action Group, new PH8 Community  
Development Trust (DCT).

Finalise A9 dualling plans > Pursue a conclusion to the plans for dualling the A9

Action by A9 Birnam to Ballinluig Community Group.

Improve public transport – train and bus links 
> Lobby for reinstatement of bus services connecting outlying  
    villages and towns

> Lobby for additional train services

Action by PH8 Road Safety & Travel Action Group, PKC.
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THEME 2:  HOUSING FOR ALL

Priorities Action

Fewer short term lets and second homes  

> Engage with PKC to implement a short-term let Control Area in 
    Dunkeld and Birnam under their powers in the The Town and Country 
    Planning (Short-Term Let Control Areas) (Scotland) Regulations 2021

> Advocate for licensing of short-term lets to regulate the local market

> Liaise with National Trust for Scotland and Atholl Estates to ensure 
    their properties and land remains for local housing needs

Action by New PH8 CDT, PH8 Housing Action Group, Dunkeld and Birnam 
Community Council (DBCC), PKC.

More affordable housing, to buy and rent locally

> Seek funding to appoint a paid Community Co-ordinator post to  
    drive this, and other, themes forward

> Form a PH8 Housing Action Group of volunteers to take this forward 

> Contact Rural Housing Scotland and the Communities Housing  
    Trust for information and support

> Work with PKC to carry out a housing needs and demands assessment

> Explore solutions such as community owned property for rent or  
    land for affordable self-builds

Action by New PH8 CDT, PH8 Housing Action Group, DBCC, PKC.

Ownership of land and buildings as  
community assets 

> Establish a Community Development Trust (CDT) as a SCIO or  
    other appropriate legal structure to be able to purchase land  
    and buildings

> Seek funding to employ a Development Officer to support the  
    work of the CDT

> Contact Community Land Scotland and Forestry and Land  
    Scotland to better understand community land ownership and  
    local opportunities

Action by New PH8 CDT, support from PKAVS.

Social and sheltered housing

> Ensure that there is adequate social housing in Dunkeld and Birnam

> Build social and sheltered accommodation into any community-led 
    housing projects

> Consider innovative solutions to the downsizing problem locally 
    including community co-housing

Action by Communities Housing Trust, PKC, PH8 Housing Action Group, DBCC.
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THEME 3: CONNECTIVITY, ACCESSIBILITY AND CARE

Priorities Action

Improved access and connectivity to  
railway station   

> Lobby for better access from the platform at the railway station

> Agree what signage is needed at the railway station, and secure 
    funding and permission to implement this

> Conduct feasibility study into an electric bus to provide transport 
    from the railway station to Dunkeld 

> Seek funding for above proposals

Action by PH8 Road Safety & Travel Action Group, Highland Mainline  
Community Partnership, PH8 Connectivity & Care Action Group.

Better broadband and mobile phone signals

> Investigate problem hotspots and report to providers

> Consider community owned broadband solutions

> Investigate Broadband Voucher Scheme to install super-fast 
    broadband capability 

Action by DBCC, PKC, PH8 Connectivity & Care Action Group.

Improve care and independent living 

> Link this priority with Housing for All, to ensure that there is  
    housing with care for older generation

> Sustain and develop services that support independent living  
    and for people who are isolated or lonely

Action by Gien a Haund, The Field, Support from PKC.

Provide wrap-around childcare 

> Carry out research to find out demand for before and after  
    school care

> Based on research, look at options for provision of childcare and 
    implement a solution 

Action by PPG (Royal School of Dunkeld), PH8 Connectivity & Care Action Group. 
Support from PKC.

Share resources and support volunteering 

> Convene a community volunteer forum for all groups/services  
    that depend on volunteers

> Promote and co-ordinate volunteering opportunities 

> Identify other organisations that can support this action  
    (e.g. PKC Community Learning and Development, and PKAVS)

> Develop a virtual site or forum for sharing resources owned locally 

Action by Gien a Haund, The Bridge. Support from PKC, PKAVS, PH8 Connectivity 
& Care Action Group other local groups.
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THEME 4: ENVIRONMENT AND A GREENER FUTURE

Priorities Action

Improving access for all – paths, pavements  
& seating   

> Continue and extend work being carried out in Dunkeld by  
    Gien a Hand

> Set up a volunteer Paths Group for the PH8 area

> Maintain existing paths and rights of way

Action by 
Gien a Haund, PH8 Environment Action Group, Live Active and Paths 
For All, PKC Countryside ranger service, Forestry and Land Scotland, 
Highland Perthshire Partnership.

Environment & visitor management 

> Establish an Environment Action Group

> Develop a local nature plan

> Develop plans for a Community Ranger scheme to manage  
    visitor impact on the environment

> Design and implement “green bridges” across the A9 to help 
    hedgehogs and red squirrels to cross in safety

> Proposals for a re-wilding plan small scale projects across the area

Action by PH8 Environment Action Group as part of the PH8 CDT.

Community  owned energy generation and 
support for energy efficiency measures

> Look at other models of community owned energy generation  
    e.g. Fintry, Callander, Lochgoil etc

> Contact Local Energy Scotland for further advice and funding

> Conduct a feasibility study into options

> Financial/practical support for energy efficiency measures in buildings

Action by New PH8 CDT, Climate Café, Energy Saving Trust/Home  
Energy Scotland.

A greener Dunkeld and Birnam  
Improved waste management, increased 
recycling and composting and waste reduction 

> Support existing initiatives – Climate Café, The Field,  
    the Community Orchard

> Promote local produce through regular events

> Look at getting more electric car recharging points

> Develop a “PH8 Zero Waste Plan” including looking at industrial 
    composting facilities, recycling measures, reducing plastic,  
    deposit return scheme, circular economy models for SMEs

Action by New PH8 CDT, Climate Café, The Field, Community Orchard, PKC,  
local business. 
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THEME 5: COMMUNITY & CULTURE

Priorities Action

Better sports facilities for all    

> Continue to work towards the development of a multi-purpose  
    Sports Hub, as per the existing Masterplan

> Prioritise the MUGA facility, renovation of the clubhouse and 
    pedestrianisation of the Rec area 

> Promote and support existing sports facilities and clubs

> Ensure sports facilities are accessible to the school children  
    and to those from all socio-economic backgrounds 

Action by Sports Hub group, PH8 Community & Culture Action Group, sport and 
recreation groups, with support from the community.

Promote arts and culture 

> Encourage and support Birnam Arts to thrive as a community 
    and cultural hub for the area; Birnam Arts to consider a community 
    consultation on community needs

> Encourage BA to consider opening at wider times to suit community 
    demand; increased volunteering opportunities; remove barriers 
    from accessing facilities and cultural programme as guided by  
    the consultation

> Work with National Trust for Scotland (NTS) to best conserve and  
    use heritage buildings

Action by Birnam Arts, community cultural groups, NTS, PH8 Community & 
Culture Action Group.

More activities and a place to meet for older 
children & teenagers 

> Support and promote the development of the Sports Hub (above)

> Volunteers and a facility needed to organise a youth club for  
    older children

> Work with young people to help them decide what they want and 
    support to make it happen 

Action by Sports Hub group, volunteers, PH8 Community & Culture Action Group. 
Support from PKC Community Learning & Development.

Improve and support village halls  
> Bring village halls up to modern environmental standards  
    (energy efficiency etc), and with broadband

> Continue to support these facilities and develop them as rural hubs

Action by 
Village Hall committees – Amulree, Butterstone, Dalguise, the Duchess 
Ann Hall, PH8 Community & Culture Action Group. Support from PKC 
Community Learning & Development.
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THEME 6: A THRIVING LOCAL ECONOMY 

Priorities Action

Diversify the economy and develop more  
varied employment opportunities   

> Form Local Economy Action group to take forward initial actions  
    Link to Theme 2 Housing for All, to consider availability of housing  
    to enable key workers to stay locally

> Investigate opportunities and barriers for businesses and  
    self-employed in the area – link to land assets, broadband, travel

> Support businesses in remote locations to develop technology  
    to operate e.g. un-manned shops and vending opportunities

> Look at forming collectives of businesses for marketing purposes  
    and connecting different kinds of businesses to create local supply  
    and product chains

> Boost for Birnam – need to ensure that any growth is not just  
    centred around Dunkeld, and support those working in Birnam too

Action by New PH8 CDT, PH8 Local Economy Action Group.

Support responsible tourism development

> Learn from other rural tourism destinations on how to develop 
    responsible and sustainable tourism that better serves the local 
    community and economy 

> Consider some form of visitor payback scheme

Action by PH8 Local Economy Action Group.

Support for local business and start-ups 
(including premises)

> Promote what we have already – create a directory of  
    local businesses 

> Re-invigorate local business network/associations.   
    Look at all angles – visitor facing, local facing and business to  
    business communications

> Work with GrowBiz and others to develop and promote support  
    for businesses

> Identify business support needs and organise appropriate  
    training, advice and networking opportunities

> Work with Scotrail and NTS on utilising vacant property and the 
    vacant train station

Action by PH8 Local Economy Action Group, GrowBiz.

Develop and support community enterprise

> Establish a Community Development Trust and employ staff  
    who can support this action

> Work with Dunkeld and Birnam CIC to look at ways to support 
    community enterprise

Action by New PH8 CDT.
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Making it Happen

The priorities in this CAP will be taken forward by our local  
community groups working with a range of public, private and 
voluntary sector partners.     
The PH8 Community Group that came together to oversee the production of this plan is committed to its success and 
believes that an overarching Community Development Trust (CDT) is needed to support and co-ordinate the delivery  
of the CAP, and to take the lead on projects within this CAP. 

Many people signed up throughout the process to be involved in the next steps. Existing community organisations will  
be supported to deliver on specific actions, and new Action Groups will be formed to focus on key themes.

Dunkeld and Birnam Community Council (DBCC) have been involved in the PH8 Community Group throughout the  
process and will continue to have a key role in pursuing road safety, parking and transport solutions in particular.  

If you wish to get involved in any of these groups or priorities, please contact:

KEEPING THE ACTION PLAN UP TO DATE

We will organise a Community Action Plan Annual Review meeting once a year to report 

back to the Community on how the plan is progressing and to keep priorities up to date.

Group Contact

PH8 Community Group – forming a new  
PH8 Community Development Trust PH8communitymatters@gmail.com

PH8 Road Safety & Travel Action Group PH8roadstravel@gmail.com

PH8 Housing Action Group PH8housing@gmail.com

PH8 Environment Action Group PH8environment@gmail.com

PH8 Connectivity & Care Action Group PH8connectivitycare@gmail.com

PH8 Community & Culture Action Group PH8communityculture@gmail.com

PH8 Local Economy Action Group PH8economy@gmail.com

Dunkeld and Birnam Community Council dbcc.correspondence@gmail.com 
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This CAP sets out the priorities for the development of the PH8 area over the next 5 years as determined by the  
community through an extensive process of community engagement carried out from March to October 2021. 

This CAP contains:

> A summary of our community profile

> Our main likes and dislikes as identified in our community views survey

> Our vision statement for the future of the PH8 community area

> The main themes and priorities for action

> Information on how you can stay in touch and get involved

The CAP is for the whole community and is jointly owned by all the organisations and individuals that took part in its 
preparation. We will be working together to ensure its implementation over the next 5 years.

Electronic copies of all community engagement reports are available at: 
www.dunkeldandbirnamnews.co.uk/community-council/ph8-community-matters

The CAP is for the whole community and is jointly owned by all the organisations and individuals that took part in its 
preparation. We will be working together to ensure its implementation over the next 5 years.
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